TrafficPatterns® preformed thermoplastic is a cost-effective alternative to brick and stone pavers. It has a traditional look and is surface applied, making it virtually maintenance free. The pattern and color combinations of the interconnected sheets allow designers the flexibility to create the ideal crosswalk or surface pattern that complements the overall streetscape design.

**PERFORMANCE-BASED FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

- Engineered as heavy-duty intersection grade pavement marking material with enhanced durability
- Interconnected sheets of material with 125-mil thickness
- High skid/slip resistant for safety. As material wears, new anti-skid elements are exposed
- Does not alter substrate or require stamping templates or grids
- Open to traffic within minutes after application
- ADA compliant - pedestrian and wheelchair friendly surface
- Eliminates the maintenance and safety concerns of loose pavers
- Made at Ennis-Flint’s manufacturing facility which is ISO 9001:2015 certified for the design, development and manufacturing of preformed thermoplastic
- Anti-skid elements added at time of manufacturing for optimized application at the jobsite

TrafficPatterns preformed thermoplastic material application is simple with a large infrared heater or a propane heat torch and does not require expensive capital equipment, customized tools, templates or grids. The 2’ x 2’ sheets of interconnected material can easily be lifted and positioned onto an asphalt or concrete surface prior to heating. Border segments can be added for design variability.

**STANDARD PATTERNS** (2’x2’ Sheets)

- Running bond
- Herringbone
- Plain
- Basket
- Ashlar
- Large stacked
diagonal tile
- Honeycomb
- Courtyard
- Quarter round
- Terrazzo

**STANDARD COLORS**

- Black
- White
- Sand
- Tan
- Brick red
- Colonial brick
- Heritage red
- Field gray
- Sonoma sand
- Cinnamon
diagonal
- Santa Fe clay
- Chestnut
- Grey
- Dark brick red
- Khaki
- Sienna
- Cocoa
- Salmon

**PREMIUM COLORS**

- Blue
- Green
- Kelly green
- Lemon
- Lt blue
- Lt green
- Lt gray
- Olive green
- Orange
- Pink
- Purple
- Red
- Sky blue
- Syg
- Teal
- Yellow
- Lilac
- Natural

All designs patented.
TrafficScapes® preformed thermoplastic pavement marking materials portfolio is engineered for durability, safety, and aesthetics for the streetscape and traffic calming market. Each product offers its own unique application and performance approach to streetscape projects where shared roadway safety and aesthetic appeal need to work in conjunction.

When used on public roadways and private properties open to public travel, decorative crosswalks require proper demarcation with white linear boundaries according to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).